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less fatiguing and interesting affairs, and as they begin
between eight and nine, and last till four, they do not in-
volve getting out of bed at the unearthly hour of three or
four in the morning. They necessitate, however, an enor-
mous amount of preparation and organization on the part
of the grand huntsman. For at least forty-eight hours
previously, a vast corps of(' treibers,'' or Styrian mountain-
eers engaged for the purpose have been employed in-sur-
rounding a district of mountain and valley many miles in
area. The circle is gradually narrowed down until the
whole of the game is driven from the heights into the
valley, where the emperor and his guests have taken up
their positions.
The selection of the positions of the party is regarded as
a matter of the utmost importance, and on the evening
before, the grand huntsman submits to the emperor a care-
fully drawn up plan of the locality. His majesty there-
upon designates with his own hand the spot where each of
his guests is to take up his position on the following morn-
ing. He himself and the King of Saxony generally await
the game in the lowest part of the valley, the remaining
guests and officials being spread up the mountain side on
each hand according to their degree of rank and the impe-
rial favor, those who enjoy the greatest share of the latter
being the nearest to the sovereign down the valley, while
those of less importance are posted higher up on the moun-
tain side. By nine o'clock, every member of the party
must be in the place assigned to him on the plan, and the
beaters, who have kept the game carefully within the circle
of their lines, now proceed to drive it down towards the
shooting party.
Usually, great nets are stretched a hundred yards to the
rear of the two monarchs, with the object of forcing the

